Filter Assembly Instructions

1. Main Filter

2. Drill hole in bucket, then place the 1st O ring on the hose bracket with rounded end facing towards threads.

3. Push bracket into the bucket, then inside the bucket place the 2nd O ring with the rounded edge towards bucket, then tighten down with nut.

4. Place 3rd flat O ring inside the hose fitting, then tighten fitting down on the filter.

5. Place 4th larger flat O ring into opposite end of filter.

6. Place hook on body of filter.

7. Place hose on end of filter.

8. Place opposite end of hose on the hose bracket mounted on the bucket.

9. Congratulations!! You are done!! Hook filter on top of the bucket when not using the filter.

Visit our website at: Water4LifeGlobal.com
Backflushing Instructions

Backflushing: Fill the syringe with filtered water, then connect to the end of the filter, flushing the filter 3 to 4 times which should clean out the filter to use again. If the syringe breaks, then take a plastic bottle, fill it with filtered water, screw it onto the end of the filter and then squeeze the bottle pushing the filtered water into the filter, doing this twice should clean out the filter to use again.

Weight: 5.8oz. Contents: 1 instruction sheet, 1 filter housing, 1 nipple, 2 washers, 2 O rings, 1 300mm tube, 1 hook, 1 60ml syringe.